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Nobody Owes You Anything for Slavery, 
Somebody Had to Walk Through Jim Crow for You! 

 
Mark Robinson 

Lieutenant Governor of North Carolina

Editor’s Note: Mark Robinson is the first Black Lieutenant 
Governor of the State of North Carolina. What follows is a 
partial transcript of a speech he gave at the 2021 State Con-
vention of the North Carolina Republican Party on June 9, 
2021. 
 

There are some people who are talking about repara-
tions in this country. They wanted reparations. And I 

remember I made this particular liberal so angry at me 
because I told him right to his face, nobody owes you any-
thing for slavery. If you want to tell 
the truth about it, it’s you who 
owes! It’s you who owes! Why do 
you owe? Because somebody in 
those fields took stripes for you. 
Somebody after those fields were 
ended and after slavery was ended, 
had to walk through Jim Crow for 
you. Somebody fought wars and 
died for you. Somebody lived less 
than you because they didn’t have 
what you have and they did it for 
you. There are people in their graves 
right now, and they are there 
because they were willing to stand 
up and fight for you.  
    Those folks on the Edmond Pet-
tus Bridge, carrying American flags—take that, Colin 
Kaepernick, living in a society that he could scarcely 
acknowledge, something that he has never known, living 
with a bigotry that none of us can imagine—carrying 
American flags up on that bridge, and when they were hit 
upside the head with night sticks, shot with water hoses, 
and knocked to the ground, they got up and picked those 
flags up and kept marching, and they did it for you! 

Nobody owes you anything. If anybody owes it’s you, 
because you’ve been the benefactor of freedom. You are the 
one that owes.  
    And what do you owe? You owe it to them to get up off 
your tail and get to school, and when you get to school you 
owe it to them to get up off your tail and get to work and 
get some learning in your head. And once you get that 
schooling in your head and get out of that school, you owe 
it to ’em to get to work. And then when you get to work 
and you get married, you owe it to them to take care of 

your children and not let the gov-
ernment take care of your children. 
It’s you who owes. Nobody owes 
you a single, solitary thing. . . . 

See, we’ve allowed freedom to 
move into lunacy. The only way to 
stop it is to stand up and be coura-
geous and say something about it. 
There’s been too much sacrifice and 
service in our past for us to be the 
generation that says “Well, you 
know, I don’t want ’em to say some-
thing bad about me. I don’t want 
’em to call me a homophobe and a 
bigot, so I’m just going to keep my 
mouth closed because I don’t want 
no trouble.”  

    Imagine where you’d be if somebody else didn’t want no 
trouble. Imagine where this nation would’ve been if the 
men at Bunker Hill didn’t want no trouble. Imagine what 
it would’ve been like if the Democrats decided they were 
going to make their own nation because they decided they 
didn’t like the Constitution. Does that sound familiar to 
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you? Imagine what it would’ve been like if Americans 
decided “no, I ain’t going to do something about that ’cuz 
I don’t want no trouble.” Imagine if the men at Fredericks-
burg and Gettysburg hadn’t been there. Imagine what 
would’ve happened if the Japanese had bombed Pearl Har-
bor and Americans had cowered and said “no we can’t go 
to war. Remember what happened the last time we went 
to war? Remember all those boys that were buried overseas? 
We don’t want no more trouble like that. Let ’em have it. 
We got to deal with those Nazis. . . . No we don’t want no 
trouble.”  
    Imagine what would’ve happened if we watched the 
communists take nation after and hadn’t stood up in Ķorea 
because we didn’t want any trouble. Hadn’t stood up in 

Vietnam because we didn’t want any trouble. Hadn’t stood 
up in the Gulf War because we didn’t want any trouble. 
Hadn’t stood up after 9/11 because we didn’t want any 
trouble.  
    See, trouble is good. Sometimes it is good to run dead 
into it. Because when freedom is threatened it’s a call to run 
toward trouble. The greatest example of that I ever seen in 
my life I witnessed firsthand on 9/11. People jumping out 
of those buildings, people running away in horror. We saw 
police and firefighters running to those buildings, basically 
running to their deaths to go help others because there was 
trouble, and they knew that they knew that they were 
needed. 
    We’ve got to run to the trouble, folks, and what is the 
trouble? The trouble is the Biden Administration that is 
seeking to turn this country into a Socialist hellhole. 
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On the Right Side of Civil Liberties 
 

The erosion of civil liberties over the decades has gone into lightspeed in recent months with the Covid-related 
mask mandates, vaccine passports and shutdowns, taking it from the important realm of public health to the 
critical realm of personal freedom. 
 
That’s why the battle being waged by Governor Ron DeSantis and other courageous, principled Republicans 
on behalf of the essential civil liberty of freedom is so vital and requires our support. In the case of mask man-
dates, it is a question of whether it is the right of parents to decide if their child should be masked, or govern-
ment-run schools. Some union-beholden school boards in Florida want to make the decision, then dictate that 
on every student and parent. For Governor DeSantis, it’s the parents who should decide—they can mask their 
children or not mask them—and that is the side of individual freedoms. 
 
It’s the same dynamic in vaccine passports. The Governor supports the vaccines and has been vaccinated. But 
he, like most Republicans, believes that the decision should be up to each individual, not government entities 
including public schools, and not corporations or businesses. In America, in the Republican Party, we treasure 
freedom and will fight to defend it. 
 
As part of this fight, parental rights were strengthened this past week when the Florida Department of Health 
and State Board of Education issued Emergency Rules to protect parents’ freedom to choose what is best for 
their children. These rules are pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order 21-175 to allow an effective, in-person 
learning environment for Florida’s schoolchildren during the upcoming school year, preventing harm to healthy 
students and safeguarding the rights of parents and their children. 
 
This rule is to ensure Floridians’ constitutional freedoms are not violated, do not violate parents’ rights under 
Florida law to make health care decisions for their minor children; and protect children with disabilities or 
health conditions who would be harmed by certain protocols, such as face masking requirements. 
 
https://www.flgov.com/2021/08/06/florida-department-of-health-and-florida-department-of-education-pub-
lish-rules-to-protect-parents-rights/
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What are we waiting for? That’s a good question. I can 
figure out what we’re voting against: Nancy Pelosi, 

court packing, multi-trillion-dollar “infrastructure” boon-
doggles, ballot harvesting, the Castro regime, the Iran deal, 
Critical Race Theory and masking children, to name a few. 
But what are we voting FOR? Nobody wins an election by 
just being against the incumbents. We need a proactive 
bold legislative program that will get everyone off the couch 
and into the voting booth. This is the argument I shared 
with my congressman recently. I continued that our con-
gressional “leadership” has not articulated a motivating 
agenda. House Minority leader McCarthy seems to have 
two issues: “I’m not Nancy” and “We’ll hold hearings.” I 
say: “Not enough.” Doesn’t anyone have a positive agenda 
for us to run on? My congressman countered with: “Okay, 
Sid, let’s see what you got.” 
    And that conversation led me to make this great leap 
forward. Friends, should the Republicans recapture the 
House of Representatives, I will be a candidate for Speaker 
of the House. Speaker Sid. How does that sound? By now 
we all know that the Constitution does not require the 
Speaker to be a congressman (or woman). Some people 
have suggested Trump. Why me? Because I have the best 
agenda since Newt Gingrich’s Contract with America. I 
contend that my agenda will get millions to the polls who 
might otherwise stay home. And if you don’t agree, I chal-
lenge you to create a better one. So here it is: Speaker Sid’s 
2022 Election Agenda—ten items to warm the hearts of 
Conservatives everywhere, in order of importance: 
    Number 1—China owes us reparations for the Wuhan 
flu, technology theft and election interference. My number 
is TEN TRILLION DOLLARS. Take it or leave it. If they 
pay, we continue to trade with them. If they don’t, trade 
goes to zero. 
    Number 2—Election Integrity. Let’s face it. There is only 
one reason for no voter ID, no list purging, ballot harvest-
ing and paid ballot collectors. CHEATING. It ends when 
I’m the Speaker. Universal voter ID, 100% signature 
matching, requested notarized absentee ballots and rolling 
audits will be the law of the land. Fair and free elections. 
    Number 3—Finish the wall. The border will be shut, 
manned and controlled. Existing laws will be enforced. 
Anyone who wants amnesty can apply at our embassy in 
THEIR country. 
    Number 4—Illegals may never be citizens. The game is 
up. Any slight concession on the issue has the Democrats 
screaming for a thirty-million-person amnesty. If you are 
not legal you may NEVER become a citizen and you may 
never vote. Then the Democrats won’t need you anymore. 
We have a number of guest worker programs. Use those. 
Also, E-Verify will be the law of the land. 

    Number 5—Decertify the 
teachers unions. This is a solu-
tion whose time has come. Edu-
cation is local but the teachers’ 
union is national. That ends. If 
you want to join a union, don’t 
work for the government. 
Unionized government employ-
ees effectively sit on both sides of 
the table. 
    Number 6—Congressional 
Term Limits. That means no 
more than four two-year Congressional terms and two six-
year Senatorial terms. Retroactively applied. That’s what I 
call turnover. 
    Number 7—The number of Supreme Court Justices 
shall be fixed at nine. Easy peesy. 
    Number 8—No sanctuary cities. They’re already illegal. 
If a local law enforcement officer doesn’t turn over a suspect 
to a federal law enforcement officer, lock them both up—
the suspect and the local officer. Urban residents deserve 
safe streets. 
    Number 9—English as our official language. It’s that 
simple. Government business is done in English. Every-
thing else is none of the government’s business. Voting? In 
English. Driver’s license? In English. 
    Number 10—No Transgender minors. Children may 
not receive transgender hormones, shots or surgeries. 
They’re not of the legal age to make those decisions. When 
they turn eighteen, it’s no longer our business. Before that, 
it may constitute child abuse. We’ve saved the whales and 
the polar bears. Now let’s save the children. 
    And there it is: America’s Agenda. Is it the absolute best 
agenda imaginable? Yes? Thanks. No? You have two choices: 
Put in a good word for the current Republican Congres-
sional leadership or come up with a better list. We accept 
comments, letters or emails. I’m betting on me: Speaker 
Sid.

Speaker Sid 
 

By Sid Dinerstein 
siddinerstein@yahoo.com, 561-312-5216 

August 9, 2021 

Sid Dinerstein served as Chairman of the Republican Party of 
Palm Beach County from 2002 to 2012. A leader with a passion 
for Republican politics, Sid leads by example, motivating teams 
and uniting diverse groups to achieve a common goal. With a pas-
sion for promoting charter schools, Sid was honored by Inlet Grove 
Community Charter High School earlier this year as “Charter 
School Advocate.” He authored Adults Only: For Those Who 
Love Their Country More Than Their Party in 2007, a book 
that was a finalist for the 2009 Next Generation Indie Book 
Awards. Sid has been married to Esther since 1967, and they have 
two daughters, two sons-in-law and two granddaughters.
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Governor DeSantis Strikes Back—Again 
 
August 7—Governor DeSantis had this to say on Friday: 
    “I guess I’m not surprised that Biden doesn’t remember 
me,” DeSantis said at a news conference. “I guess the ques-
tion is, what else has he forgotten?” 
    After smiling and receiving laughs, DeSantis got serious 
about the issues he says Biden has “forgotten.” “Biden has 
forgotten about the crisis at our southern border, I can tell 
you that,” DeSantis continued. “Biden has forgotten about 
the inflation that’s biting the budgets of families all 
throughout our country. Biden has forgotten about the 
demonstrators who are fighting for freedom down in Cuba. 
Biden’s even forgotten about the Constitution itself—as we 
saw with what he did with this moratorium.” 
    The moratorium to which he referred was the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention’s extending the ban on rental 
evictions, despite the U.S. Supreme Court ruling it could be 
done constitutionally only through legislation in Congress. 
    DeSantis then proceeded to detail the governor he is: 
“I’m the governor who protects parents and their ability to 
make the right choices for their kids’ education,” he added. 
“I’m the governor who protects the jobs and education and 
businesses in Florida by not letting the federal government 
lock us down. I’m the governor who answers to the people 
in Florida, not to bureaucrats in Washington.” 
    The back and forth started when Biden pointed out 
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott and DeSantis for rising COVID-
19 infections in the two largest red states in the U.S., telling 
them to “get out of the way.” 
    A day later, DeSantis took offense, telling Biden: “Do 
your job.” He cited the COVID-19-infected migrants 
flooding the U.S.-Mexico border in Texas while the admin-
istration continued to block border policies that had slowed 
the tide of illegal immigration. 
    “If you’re coming after the rights of parents in Florida, 
I’m standing in your way,” DeSantis said earlier this week, 
leading to Biden’s “governor who?” dismissal of DeSantis. 
“If you’re trying to deny kids a proper in-person education, 
I’m gonna stand in your way and stand up for the kids in 
Florida. If you’re trying to restrict people and impose man-
dates and ruin their jobs and livelihood, if you are trying 
to lock people down, I am standing in your way. I am 
standing for the people of Florida.” 
    Leadership 101. 
 

Gov. DeSantis Responds to Joe Biden 

and Wins 
 
August 5—The president criticized the best governor in Amer-
ica yesterday and our great Governor did not back down: 

    DeSantis responded at a 
briefing in Florida, noting 
that while campaigning 
Biden vowed to “shut down 
the virus.” “And what has he 
done? He’s imported more 
virus from around the world 
by having a wide open south-
ern border. You have hun-
dreds of thousands of people 
pouring across every month,” the Republican said. 
    The number of illegal border crossings has increased 
every month since Biden took office, hitting a 20-year high 
in July, according to preliminary numbers. Officials in bor-
der cities have said COVID-19-positive illegal immigrants 
are being released by federal officials. 
    DeSantis also accused the Biden administration of 
ignoring the science that indicates people who recover from 
COVID-19 enjoy strong immunity against reinfection 
(therefore, why is the Biden administration insisting that 
people with natural immunity get vaccinated as well?). 
    “He rejects science, because he denies the fact that peo-
ple that recover from COVID have long-lasting immunity,” 
DeSantis said. “I think the question is, we can either have 
a free society or we can have a biomedical security state, 
and I can tell you, Florida, we’re a free state,” he said, con-
trasting the lack of statewide measures with New York City, 
where officials this week announced vaccine passports will 
be required to enter some businesses. 
    “Joe Biden suggests that if you don’t do lockdown poli-
cies, then you should ‘get out of the way.’ But let me tell 
you this, if you’re coming after the rights of parents in 
Florida, I’m standing in your way. I’m not going to let you 
get away with it,” DeSantis said. 
    That is leadership! 
 

Vaccine Passports and Mandatory Masks 
 
August 4—Thank goodness we have Governor Ron DeSan-
tis to fight against Vaccine Passports and Mandatory Masks. 
The people in New York and other authoritarian states are 
not so fortunate. New York City will become the first 
American city to adopt proof of COVID-19 vaccination 
for a variety of activities for workers and customers such as 
indoor dining, gyms, and performances, said Mayor Bill de 
Blasio on Tuesday. 
    “It’s time for people to see vaccination as necessary to living 
a good and full and healthy life,” de Blasio, a Democrat, said 
during a news briefing. In elaborating, he said, “It will require 

The Backhoe Chronicles  
By Peter Feaman 

Florida’s National Committeeman

Backhoe Chronicles—continued on next page
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vaccination for workers and customers in indoor dining, in 
indoor fitness facilities, indoor entertainment facilities.” 
    “The only way to patronize these businesses indoors is 
if you’re vaccinated,” de Blasio said. “If you want to partic-
ipate in society fully, you’ve got to get vaccinated.” 
    Repeat: “If you want to participate in society fully, 
you’ve got to get vaccinated.” 
    Think long and hard about the authoritarian implica-
tions of that statement. 
 

The Woke White House—2024 Can’t Get 

Here Soon Enough 
 
August 2—Biden’s Woke White House: So Long Dr. Seuss, 
Hello “Birthing People.” 
    The Biden administration has gone woke, attacking 
American culture, using woke language, and pandering to 
the far-left. The Biden White House has embraced woke 
language. 
    • “Mothers” have been replaced with “birthing people” 
in Biden’s proposed budget, with this anti-science term 
appearing at least twice. 
    • When questioned about using “birthing people,” 
Biden’s OMB Deputy Director Shalanda Young doubled 
down on its use. 
    • The White House contact website now includes the 
gender-neutral prefix and pronoun options “Mx” and 
“they/them.” 
    • The Biden administration is now allowing applicants 
to choose their gender when applying for a passport with-
out providing medical certification, and will soon be adding 
a third gender option. 
    • Biden uses the woke term “Latinx”—which only one in 
four Latino adults have heard of and only three percent use. 
    • The Biden administration has forced immigration 
agencies to change how they talk about illegal immigrants, 
with “illegal aliens” now “undocumented noncitizens ” and 
“assimilation” now “integration.” 
    American tradition, history, and culture are under 
attack under Biden. 
    • The Biden administration has begun to infuse the divi-
sive and radical left critical race theory into its agenda. 
    • Critical race theory is a divisive theory built on the 
intellectual framework of identity-based Marxism which 
teaches that racism is embedded in American society. 
    • On his first day in office, Biden rescinded President 
Trump’s executive order banning critical race theory train-
ing in the federal government. 
    • Now Biden’s Department of Education wants to pri-
oritize grant money for teaching critical race theory, citing 
the work of the 1619 Project and far-left radical Ibram X. 
Kendi. 
    • The Biden White House cancelled Dr. Seuss from 
Read Across America Day after the beloved children’s 
author was criticized by left-wing radicals. 

    • Biden’s Vice President Kamala Harris celebrated Dr. 
Seuss’s birthday just 4 years ago. 
    • Biden’s first National Day of Prayer proclamation 
didn’t mention the word “God.” 
    • Biden did not mention Jesus once during his remarks on 
Easter Sunday, a holiday that celebrates Jesus’ resurrection. 
    The Biden administration is prioritizing wokeness over 
national security. 
    • Under Biden, the CIA released a woke recruitment 
video in which a CIA agent described herself as “intersec-
tional,” “cisgender,” and “millennial.” 
    • Biden called terrorism from white supremacy the 
“most lethal threat” to the United States. 
    • The Navy is now including far-left radical Ibram X. 
Kendi’s anti-American book How to Be An Antiracist on its 
2021 reading list. 
    • The Air Force Academy admits that “tenets of critical 
race theory” are taught in its classrooms. 
    • An associate professor of political science at the Academy 
blatantly admitted to teaching critical race theory to cadets. 
    • West Point teaches cadets critical race theory; when 
asked about it, Gen. Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, doubled down and defended it. 
    Can 2024 get here fast enough? Hope so. Meanwhile, 
there will be elections in 2022. Real America will rise up. 
 

RNC and RPOF Update 
 
July 28—Last night we had a conference call with the 
Chairman of the Republican Party of Florida, Joe Gruters. 
Here is the recap: 
    Stay focused on 2022 and remember who the enemy 
is—the Democrats. 
    At the RNC, Joe Chairs our Election Integrity Commit-
tee. There will be a full report at our next RNC meeting 
the second week in August and then will be reported out 
to the general public. 
    The RNC has allocated $10,000,000 for Florida between 
now and election day next year. That will include the hiring 
of 165 staffers for electioneering activity including: 
    Voter registration—the gap between registered Demo-
crats and Republicans in Florida is the smallest it has ever 
been. Just over 60,000. When Romney ran in 2012 the gap 
favored Democrats by about 400,000. 
    Volunteer recruitment—go online to the RPOF website 
to sign up. 
    The next priority is recruitment and election of good 
school board candidates. Contact your county party 
Republican chairman with names of potential candidates. 
    My fervent prayer is hoping the republic will survive two 
years of Biden and the radical socialist agenda of the 
Democrats. 

Peter Feaman is Florida’s National Committeeman, represent-
ing the State of Florida on the RNC. His “Backhoe Chronicles,” 
a commentary on draining the swamp, formerly appeared on 
Facebook, and can now be found on MeWe.
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Did you ever get the impression that if our politicians 
in Washington were not taking care of us, no one 

would? That is what they like to have us believe, but it is 
not true. Many of the services and functions of the federal 
government were once the responsibilities of our states and 
municipalities. 
    When the Founders so carefully and ingeniously crafted 
our new nation, they created a federated system in which 
the federal government would have the LEAST influence 
over our daily lives. In our Constitution they delineated the 
LIMITED powers of our federal government—you know, 
national defense, foreign trade, etc. 
    In fact, the Constitution does not grant us any rights.  
It only describes our inalienable rights, which we the people 
are then commissioned to protect and defend. What the 
Constitution does protect us from is . . . government. Espe-
cially a large powerful central government.  
    And in case we did not catch on to the concept—get the 
hint, as it were—they gave us the 10th Amendment—
which simply and clearly states that “The powers not dele-
gated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited 
by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to 
the people.”   
    The flip side of the 10th Amendment is what we call 
“states’ rights.” This is a pro-
foundly important concept that 
was unfortunately given a bad 
name by those racist Democrats 
who brutally and unconstitution-
ally ruled over the southern states 
for more than 100 years after the 
Civil War. We need to restore the 
understanding of states’ rights to 
its proper and beneficial meaning. 
    Some argue that the 10th 
Amendment is not that important because it came last in 
the Bill of Rights. Au contraire. It was placed last to empha-
size that it covered everything written before it. That 
includes the nine previous amendments AND the Consti-
tution, itself.  It was a summation, not an afterthought. 
    The Founders intended that most of the laws, regula-
tions and rules that governed our lives would be enacted 
by governments closest to the influence of we the 
people. That means our local municipalities and our state 
governments. The federal government was the last resort, 
not the first. 
    Instead of the Jeffersonian limited government envi-
sioned by the Founders, the increasingly powerful establish-
ment in Washington, D.C. has shifted more and more pow-
ers . . . more and more programs . . . away from the states. 
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Of course, that meant consuming 
more and more of the taxpayers’ 
earned wealth. 
    Not only does our federal gov-
ernment now take an extraordi-
nary portion of the tax money to 
pay for governmental services and 
functions usurped from the coun-
ties, cities and states, but it over-
taxes us to be the provider of 
money for programs and projects 
traditionally overseen by the counties, cities and states. 
    How did it happen that if a county built a road, Uncle 
Sam should pay to repair it? If Chicago constructs a bridge, 
why should Uncle Sam pay to replace it? If a small town 
needs a tertiary treatment plant, why does Congress have 
to appropriate the funds? They say that only the federal gov-
ernment can afford such expenditures. That is the lie that 
empowers the scam. 
   It has come about because of a malignant power game 
that is bipartisan. It is a game by which Democrats and 
Republicans attempt to fool the people—and so far, they 
have succeeded. The only people who benefit from this 
scam are the entrenched elitist establishmentarians in 

Washington—the politicians and 
bureaucrats who have been 
increasing their power and 
wealth at the expense of we the 
people. We are losing our ability 
to effectively influence our gov-
ernment, and, in a sad irony, we 
are paying more and more tribute 
(read that money) to Caesar in 
the process. 

Not only does the system of 
sending money to Uncle Sam—so that he can dole out to us 
like a bunch of begging hatchlings—take away our power, 
but it is an ENORMOUS waste of money. Allow me to 
explain by way of an example. 
    Let us assume that it would cost one dollar to hire a fire-
man for your town. And you wanted three additional fire-
men. If your town adds three dollars to the budget, you get 
three firemen. That is because locally taxed money is 90 
percent efficient. 
    If you send money to your state government, you get 
only two firemen. That is because the state money is only 
two-thirds efficient. Thirty percent of your money disap-
pears somewhere in the bureaucracy. 

So, there ’tis:  
Why Does Uncle Sam Always Have to Pay? 

 
By Larry Horist 
August 3, 2021

So, there ’tis—continued on next page
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    If Uncle Sam takes your three dollars—and uses it to 
hire firemen for your town, you only get one. That is 
because money going to and from Washington is only one-
third efficient.  
    To look at it another way, if good old Uncle Sam wanted 
to give your town a grant to hire three firemen, he will have 
to collect $9 from the taxpayers. Alas, there is the difference. 
Tax locally and get three firemen for your three dollars. Send 
the money to Washington and you either get one fireman 
or you pay three times more to get the firemen you need. 
    Now take this example and consider the trillions upon 
trillions of dollars that are being sent to Washington only 
to be returned to the cities and states—with Uncle Sam 
taking a commission for merely transferring the money.  
The sole reason for all this is not economics. It is to amass 
centralized power—the very thing our Founders feared 
most. And it is not just money flowing from government 
to government. All those subsidies and grants to businesses, 
NGOs, universities and special interest groups are also 
major part of the problem. 
    So, why are there no politicians and officeholders revolt-
ing against this rip-off of the taxpayers and the suppression 
of our influence?  Better to ask, who would complain?  Cer-
tainly not those folks in Washington who are using the 
game to gain wealth and authoritarian power. 
    And not the local officials, either.  How many times have 
you heard your local mayors brag that they are getting 
money from Uncle Sam so they do not have to raise your 
local taxes?  Virtually every member of Congress campaigns 
on how much “pork” he or she is “bringing home”—pork 
for which you paid over market prices. 
    It is a sucker’s game . . . and we the people have been the 
suckers. We ignore the fact that every dollar that Uncle Sam 

So, there ’tis—continued from previous page

So, there ’tis…  
The opinions, perspectives and analyses of Larry Horist 
 

Larry Horist is a businessman, conservative writer and polit-
ical strategist with an extensive background in economics and 
public policy—with a special interest in minority issues. He 
has served as a consultant to the Nixon White House, travelled 
the country as a spokesman for President Reagan’s economic 
reforms, and has testified as an expert witness before numerous 
legislative bodies, including the U.S. Congress. He writes for 
several online news services and is principle commentator for 
PunchingBagPost.com. You can also follow his video commen-
taries on YouTube.com/LarryHorist. He is actively semi-retired 
in Boca Raton, Florida. So, there ’tis is his signature sign off. 
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provides to our local communities, he gets it from you and 
me . . . the taxpayers. When you pay your federal taxes, 
YOU are paying for all those inefficient dollars that the folks 
in Washington give us as if it is a gift in trade for votes.  
    Most of the issues of the people can best be handles close 
to home.  And it is not only our local governments. Civic 
groups, religious organizations and just plain neighbors can 
address personal welfare far more effectively and inexpen-
sively than can Uncle Sam. But Washington suffocates 
those efforts with piles of money. 
    There is only one way to stop the trend toward more 
and more destructive federal “assistance.”  
    We need politicians willing to cut—yes cut—the size 
and cost of the federal government.  We need to send back 
programs that can be more efficiently managed and funded 
locally. And we need to limit our federal government to 
those things articulated in the Constitution.  It is time we 
empower the 10th Amendment and end the con game that 
is literally destroying the country. 
    So, there ‘tis.
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The Biden administration captured 27 Cuban rafters 
seeking refuge from their tyrannical communist 

regime and sent them back to face imprisonment, torture 
and maybe even death.  Yet they fit the legal description of 
refugees entitled to apply for asylum in the United States.    
Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas—him-
self a Cuban refugee—has said of asylum seekers from 
Cuba, “Allow me to be clear: If you take to the sea, you will 
not come to the United States.” 
    The Coast Guard warned Americans that anyone assist-
ing Cuban refugees would “violate U.S. immigration laws” 
and could face up to five years of jail time. 
    At the same time Biden is sending back legitimate vic-
tims of political persecution, his administration is welcom-
ing hordes of Covid-infected illegals at the southern border. 
Cuban American Sen. Marco Rubio explained: “We are see-
ing a crush on the southern border that’s a rotating catas-
trophe . . . all caused by the rhetoric of Biden during the 
campaign and the actions he took in the first days of his 
administration. . . .”   
    Ironically, the Biden administration is not requiring 
proof of vaccination or a recent negative test for the throngs 
of people crossing the southern border illegally. They are 
being shipped off to communities around the country 
where Dems need voters.  In addition to a legal crisis, those 
crossing the border are becoming a super-spreader of the 
Chinese Communist Party virus, Covid-19. 
    Sen. Cruz, also of Cuban descent, says “Biden’s DHS is 
blocking Cuban refugees from entering the U.S. because 
they tend to vote Republican.”    
    So, Biden takes action against Cuban refugees in a 21-
foot vessel fleeing the Communist prison, but all the fake 
refugees are welcome. 
    From a Michael Ramirez political cartoon: State Depart-
ment official on the phone heard to say, “Maybe we can 
exchange Cubans yearning for liberty for progressives in 
America yearning for socialism.”  Seems like a fair trade. 
 

2022 Campaign Getting Started 

 
    District 21 Rep. Lois Frankel will again have a number 
of Republican primary candidates vying to oppose her obe-
dient left-wing Democrat tax-and-spend record. As we did 
in this space in 2019, we’ll feature each of her opponents 
in some detail so we can make an informed decision on 
which one to support and vote for.    
    It is a bit early to begin the process, but a credible can-
didate, Dan Franzese, has filed to offer himself to provide 
the voters of the district with a successful businessman—
not a professional politician like Frankel. One of his first 
acts that will appeal to over 80% of voters is his pledge to 
support and vote for term limits on Congress. Here he is 

pictured with me at the Republican Executive Committee 
meeting on June 9, 2021, signing, “I, Dan Franzese, pledge 
that as a member of Congress I will cosponsor and vote for the 
U.S. Term Limits Amendment of three (3) House terms and 
two (2) Senate terms and no longer limit.” 
    Get to know Dan Franzese at his site Dan Franzese For 
Congress (danforfl.com). Between now and the August pri-
mary and the November 2022 general election he will elab-
orating his positions on his website and we’ll make them 
known to you on this page. Of course, we’ll also be featur-
ing the other primary candidates.  
 

American Marxism 
 
    Mark Levin’s new book was released on July 13 and sales 
already pushing a million copies!  On a recent “Life, Liberty 
and Levin” program Mark had Paul Kengor as his guest. 
Kengor is a leading Cold War historian, an expert on Marx-
ism, and a prolific author. The brilliant pair discussed how 
ubiquitous and ferociously aggressive Marxism is in today’s 
America.  
    Another brilliant author, economist Mark Henderson, 
said, “What we’re witnessing is the culmination of trends 
that have been in place for at least a century.  My first book 
in 1987—America’s March Toward Communism—reviewed 
the great extent to which most of the principles contained 
in Karl Marx’s ten-point platform for how to socialize an 
economy (spelled out in The Communist Manifesto) had been 
adopted as official policy in the United States.” 
    Mark Levin puts it all together in American Marxism, 
published by Simon and Shuster. 

No Oppressed Cubans Allowed 
 

By George Blumel

George Blumel is a husband, father, grandfather; retired 
entrepreneur; blogger www.posterchildrenfortermlimits.com; 
political activist—for freedom with responsibility. 
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and culpability in this. Truth be told, many of the liberties 
taken by southern medical professionals against the minor-
ity community were tacitly supported by the left and the 
Democrat Party. Nearly all of these travesties against Blacks 
took place in the South by racist members of the Democrat 
Party. Yet, this is never mentioned in the documentaries 
they churn out, in the schools where they teach this flawed 
history, or in the news specials they broadcast for all to see. 
And somehow, they have blamed their unsavory treatment 
of Blacks on the Republicans. 
    My point is this, if the left are allowed to brainwash our 
children into becoming little Marxist activists, using so-
called educational materials (yes, of a political nature) to 
talk about, and lie about, the dark corners of American his-
tory and push things like the Let’s Become Green and their 
Save the Planet agenda, along with Critical Race Theory in 
the classroom and with impunity, why cannot we conser-
vatives come into these same schools and university class-
rooms and talk truth about the left’s anti-American agenda, 
and the true racist history of the Democrat Party. It is a past 
steeped in racial divide, racial discord, torture, rape, 
sodomy and murder. Why cannot we talk about the left’s 
active role in slavery, their brutal mistreatment of minorities 
in the once Democrat-controlled Jim Crow South? Why 
do we conservatives continue to stand by idled and muted, 
letting the left get away with this? 
    I say we put to rest the tools the left have used to fan the 
flames of division in our country; things like Political Cor-
rectness, Critical Race Theory, and the New York Times’ 
brand America as racist 1619 Project. We have to challenge 
these notions and shout the truth. In order to do this effec-
tively, we must know the truth. So, my advice is this, con-
servatives: get to know our own party’s history, understand 
why we believe what we believe in, and tie all of that in 
with morality, patriotism, freedom, law and order, justice, 
and the Word of the Almighty God that we claim to be 
wrapped in, those who are true believers. Then study the 

Why Can’t We? 
 

By CS Bennett 

Let’s face it. The state of American Freedom is continually 
threatened by the nonstop censorship by big tech 

media, government, and our flawed educational system, 
which are influenced by Socialists, Marxists, and other free-
dom-hating groups. As if taking the high moral ground, the 
left have made it a rite of passage for each of its fellow lib-
erals that they lecture us all on how terrible America’s past 
history has been as it relates to racial inequality, justice and 
economic unfairness. They spotlight this injustice via doc-
umentaries and news specials that seek to rewrite history.  
    Showing no shame, their sense of righteousness and 
their arrogance in covering this subject knows no bounds. 
Anointing themselves the arbiters of social justice, they have 
made it their appointed duty to ensure that no undesirable 
speech is tolerated in our society, and they have made it 
their assigned duty to decide what is, and what is not, 
acceptable speech. Far too many have suffered from this 
country’s racist past, they declare, and they are going to see 
to it that this is no longer a pressing issue.  
    To boost their credibility, the left have made documen-
taries of the racist treatment of minorities, to include the 
unlawful Tuskegee Institute experiment, where men of sci-
ence decided to satisfy their scientific curiosity by conduct-
ing a study on how syphilis kills from infection to death. 
So, they recruited hundreds of Black men already diagnosed 
with this wretched disease, then watched them die slow, 
painful, and preventable deaths, for the sake of science, 
even though penicillin would have cured them. Then there 
was the Mississippi Appendectomies project, all of them 
unnecessary hysterectomies performed on poor Black 
women aimed at stopping them from reproducing, and to 
give young and inexperienced doctors an opportunity to 
practice the procedure.    
    Add to this, the story of a young black woman named 
Henrietta Lacks, also known to scientists as HeLa, who 
became a unsuspecting pawn in a secret medical project. 
She was a poor, and uneducated, Black southerner whose 
cells—acquired without her knowledge, or permission—
became one of the most important tools used in the med-
ical field, and for decades to come. Her cells were key in 
developing the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping, and 
much more. Her cells were bought and sold by the billions, 
but she never profited from it, nor could she afford health 
insurance. Then there was the dark legend of Margaret 
Sanger, who wanted to eradicate the more inferior dark 
race, needless to say, and was the inspiration behind 
Planned Parenthood Centers, which became nothing more 
than abortion slaughter centers, most placed in the Black 
community to kill off the Black race. 
    Masters at pointing out the inhumanity of these uneth-
ical programs, they sidestep their own personal involvement Why Can’t We?—continued on next page
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history of the Democrat Party. You will find that the con-
trast between the two is stark.   
    We do this, and unite, we win not only the next election, 
but many more. The enemies of the United States are 
many; some foreign, others domestic, to include RINOs 
on our side of the aisle who provide aid and comfort to 
them. And let’s not forget all of those freedom haters that 
have been brainwashed by way of our educational system. 
Why cannot we address these things in our schools and in 
literature? What, just because liberals say we cannot? I say, 
we can talk about their dark past, and we should. We have 
a First Amendment right to. So, let the left hear our voices. 
For me, the sooner, the better! 

    Note: I say, if India could find a way to oust the British 
from their country, if the ragtag 13 American colonies could 
find a way to defeat the British Empire, and if the United 
States could find a way to rebound from the War of 1812, 
when the British actually seized Washington DC, and began 
to burn it down, why can we not rid this country of liberals 
and their failed policies in our time? We have the numbers and 
the Almighty and history on our side. Frankly, I believe it is 
all a matter of will. . . . —CS Bennett 

Curtis S. Bennett is an author, a national conservative talk 
radio co-host, and a columnist. He is a decorated Gulf War 
veteran and served as Vice Chairman of the Putnam County 
Republican Executive Committee.

Why Can’t We?—continued from previous page

The Ten Commandments of the New World Order 
 

By Manuel A. Gutiérrez, May 9, 1996 
“I have not changed my mind one iota in 25 years!” —Manny 

 
 1.  THOU SHALT forsake all morals, ethics and logic, and seek instead only Political Correctness, for naught else 

shalt avail thee in ye turbulent times to come. 
 2.  THOU SHALT worship no other gods before Political Correctness, and to It thou shalt dedicate thy Life, surrender 

thy freedoms and pledge thy fortunes; never showing those ludicrous other “Ten Commandments” in any public 
display, especially in schools, lest the little ones read them . . . and, goodness forbid! perhaps even follow them!!! 

 3.  THOU SHALT follow the mandates of thy government without question and gracefully accept its generous enti-
tlements, and obey unquestioningly any Executive Orders, understanding that the more thou opposeth thy all-
knowing bureaucrats, the more difficult thou maketh their jobs; for Communism IS over and the United Nations 
watcheth over thee and handleth ALL thy problems! 

 4.  THOU SHALT fully support thy environmentalist friends who devote their lives to protecting the insignificant 
kangaroo rat and the hairy snail against the abusive onslaught of unbridled progress; up to and beyond the destruc-
tion of the greedy human race! 

 5.  THOU SHALT stop berating the liberal socialists for systematically releasing convicted criminals yet unblinkingly 
destroying unborn children because thou canst not understand the higher purposes of thy leaders. 

 6.  THOU SHALT help the Educational Systems that impose on thy children knowledge that goeth against thy reli-
gion, thy family values and thy common sense; because thou art not really qualified to complain. 

 7.  THOU SHALT henceforth cease and desist trying to understand why most laws, attorneys and judges seem to 
cater to criminals, coddle lawbreakers and help the rubble of society. It is their job, not thine!!! 

 8.  THOU SHALT gracefully accept that lovers of the same sex, who unnaturally exchange virus-tinged body fluids, 
to come to teach thy children at thy schools that there may be “another way” because thou oweth it to thy children! 

 9.  THOU SHALT immediately surrender and turn in ALL thy weapons to thy local government in voluntary sur-
render and accept no remuneration; for this will eradicate crime! 

10.  THOU SHALT stop criticizing thy Free Press because its people are the only ones qualified to inform thee of the 
Real Truth; and thou shalt stop listening to extreme right-wing zealots like followers of Jesus Christ, so-called 
“conservative” radio and TV liars and any heavily armed militia which might be violating thy constitutional rights 
by misinforming and misleading thee. 

 
THEN and only then shalt ye BE TRULY FREE and HAPPY AND THY BENEVOLENT GOVERNMENT SHALT 
SMILE UPON THEE ALL THE DAYS OF THY LIFE. 
 
© 1996, 2000, 2020—ManGut.



Impeachment 
 
    During the first six months 
of the Biden administration has 
the word “Impeachment” 
crossed your mind? Given the 
fatuous, vacant, and partisan 
attempts at Trump impeach-
ment, it occurs to me that Pres-
ident Biden is now a most wor-
thy candidate for the same. 
Let’s examine this proposal. 
    This most obviously mentally-challenged man has done 
everything in his power to weaken America and promote 
fear and chaos—all the while ignoring obvious facts and 
warnings. He is destroying American energy independence 
and the resulting gross increase in energy prices and depend-
ence on foreign actors. He promotes open borders and 
invites the world in with the resulting decrease in native job 
opportunities and the weakening of American culture and 
homogeneity. He is promoting federal election control and 
all the fraud which it enables. He is promoting the elimina-
tion of opposing political parties with Electoral College 
elimination, statehood for DC and Puerto Rico. He is pro-
moting Supreme court packing which would enable Liberal 
jurists to reinterpret the Constitution. He is promoting the 
destruction of police and prosecutorial enforcement with 
the obvious result of street crime violence and murder. He 
is weakening the vital respect for law and order. He is pro-
moting the threat and prosecution of White Supremacy 
which translates into the demonization of Trump support-
ers. He sees no problem with promoting CRT and the 1619 
Project—total distortions of American history which pro-
mote racial discord. He is promoting the administrative state 
by giving unknown and unelected bureaucrats control over 
our daily lives. He wants to eliminate Iranian sanctions and 
establish nuclear parity in the Mideast. He wants to 
rejoin the Paris Accords which transfer U.S. wealth to coun-
tries which have no intention of reducing global warming. 
He promotes globalism which reduces our beloved USA to 
“one among many” and elevates a small group of elitists who 
know how to make us all happy whether we like it or not. 
    This fugitive from a rest home is a distinct danger and 
should be removed from office.
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Violence and Impeachment 
 

By Stephen Weiland

Violence 
 
    Violence is sweeping our cities. Over 550 serious inci-
dents in 240 of our cities in the last twelve months; shoot-
ings, murder, robbery, arson, car jacking, theft—rape, 
assaults—all in ever increasing numbers setting records in 
major cities. Why? 
    We could cite specific causes such as the claim of systemic 
police racism, defunding the police, lack of official police sup-
port, police hesitation to enforce the law, police resignations, 
inability to hire new police, elimination of bail for arrested 
offenders, laxity in prosecuting criminal cases, prisoner release 
due to overcrowded jails, elimination of crime designations 
such as no crime if shoplifting is under $950, using theft as a 
substitute for “reparations,” the idea that protestor rioting, 
theft, violence and arson is OK if the cause is just, and a total 
lack of condemnation by the party in power. All of these 
causes contribute to the “Why?” answer. But there is one over-
riding cause for the remarkable increase in crime. It is lack of 
respect for the law and the order which law promotes. 
    Any police officer, any criminal lawyer, any judge will 
tell you that respect for the law is the single fragile barrier 
holding back total societal chaos. They will tell you that if 
5% or more of the population has no respect for the law 
then there is no police force large enough to preserve order. 
What keeps an individual from breaking the law if there is 
little or no police enforcement in sight and little threat of 
penalty? Is it parental disapproval? Is it peer disapproval? Is 
it a moral restriction based on religious training? Is it an 
ingrained sense of justice? If none of these apply then the 
individual has no respect for the law—that law that is 
enshrined in our Declaration, our Constitution and its 
amendments. Growing up like a weed in our society with 
no impulse control, a sense of immediate gratification and 
no respect for the law invites chaos. 
    But why today is crime and violence increasing at such 
an astounding pace? Is it because there are more guns in 
the hands of criminals? No. Those same guns were there 12 
months ago. Have the criminal elements increased in num-
ber in the last 12 months? No. That ratio remains constant. 
Have the poor, the disenfranchised and the crime-prone 
population increased in the last 12 months? No. That 
remains a constant. What has increased dramatically is a 
lack of respect for the law. Examine all the individual causes 
mentioned above. In concert they will tell anyone intent 
on violence, theft, murder and more that it is now open 
season. Police are nowhere to be seen. If present they hesi-
tate to confront me. If I’m arrested, I’m out in minutes. If 
kept in jail I probably won’t be prosecuted. What a deal! 
And add to this the party in power seems to be on my side. 
    If unchecked by enforcement, morality, or respect for 
the law the criminal will commit crimes. Am I telling you 
anything new?  

Stephen Weiland founded and chaired three successful com-
mercial software companies and in 2011  was numbered 
among the “100 Most Influential People in Finance” by Treas-
ury & Risk magazine. He holds two degrees from Notre Dame 
University, resides in Lake Forest, Illinois, and is currently 
active in philanthropic efforts, political and PC analysis and 
a strong supporter of the Cristo Rey college prep schools.
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My ancestors did not arrive in this country from East-
ern Europe in 1619. Back then, they were being 

beaten, brutalized and murdered by their bigoted hate-filled 
neighbors. They came here in about 1912, of their own 
volition, gambling to escape the never-ending terror of two 
thousand years. They arrived on our shores not knowing a 
word of the language spoken, nor of our nation’s history, 
morals, customs and values. And when they were finally 
laid to rest, my America-loving, hard-working Mom and 
Dad spoke perfect English, proud that they had done their 
jobs. Both their kids became professionals with no criminal 
records. Neither did any of our family—aunts, uncles, 
cousins—ever take a handout from the government. Nor 
did they take it away from anyone by looting, vandalizing, 
and robbing from others who had more. They were com-
mon lower class—waiters, sewing machine operators, and 
pushcart peddlers, proud to have the opportunities to earn 
a living. They gladly worked, saved, bought homes, and 
never wasted time complaining about the obstacles to 
upward mobility placed in their paths. They did it on their 
own, as did other legal immigrants of all faiths. They 
strived, never whined.  
    So, why do black leaders, those living in mansions, grac-
ing purely white, upscale communities, who have little or 
no relationships with normal blacks, claim they are cur-
rently experiencing the continued slavery that hundreds of 
thousands of white men died to extinguish 156 years ago? 
Why are they stirring up hatred among their own people 
for whites, accusing all whites of being “supremacists” from 
birth on? I’ve yet to see any one of them, Obama, Sharpton, 
Omar, Pressley, Bush, Clyburn, Mfume, all 55 of them in 
Congress, exerting any energy to exhort their brethren to 
get educated, to stay in school, to get jobs, to save money, 
to invest their earnings, to buy homes, to marry and THEN 
have children and subsequently spend time properly rearing 
them. Nor do they broach the sensitive topics of blacks’ 
proclivity to commit crimes. They never admonish their 
brothers for the torching of buildings, residential and busi-
ness, of rape, murder, car jackings and the beating of Asians 
and Jews in broad daylight in the cities. 
    A chart published by USA Today in September of 2020, 
listing crimes by race in the previous year, showed the fol-
lowing: of all blacks murdered, 2% were by whites; of all 
whites murdered, 81% were by blacks. And consider that 
black males make up only 7% of the population and white 

males about 37%. Do the math. When is the last time you 
heard of a black woman raped by a white guy? Of a black 
mother carjacked by a white guy? Of black-owned stores 
looted and vandalized by whites. And so on and so on. So 
which race overwhelmingly persecutes the other? 
    This wave of racial hatred of by blacks against whites 
had its origins within the Obama terms as president. His 
early childhood rearing by his white Communist grandpar-
ents who then took in black Communist Frank Marshall 
Davis to tutor young Barack in radical race theology was 
the start. Later on, his close relationships with domestic 
Communist terrorist William Ayres and his bomb throw-
ing wife, Bernadine Dohrn, solidified his dedication to 
turning this country into a Communist stronghold through 
the technique of hate. Of division. Then throw in, during 
his reign, his outspoken demeaning of police, referring to 
them as “stupid,” as a result of his black buddy, Professor 
Henry Gates’ arrest for breaking and entering. The sense-
less, murderous anti-white violence after the deaths of such 
black thugs as Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner, and Michael 
Brown, were not wasted by BHO, who threw gasoline on 
these glowing cinders to ignite and then fan the fires of 
racial hate.  
    The first black president spoke to his crowd and gave 
credence to their behavior with these words: “When inci-
dents like this occur, there’s a big chunk of our citizenry that 
feels as if, because of the color of their skin, they are not being 
treated the same and that hurts and that should trouble all of 
us.” Not exactly the words of a Dr. Martin Luther King. 
The race war of blacks against whites had begun in earnest 
with the blessings of our president. And now, with white 
Progressives kneeling in apology for their sins of being born 
white, with the teaching of Critical Race Theory booming 
as a classroom subject promulgated by teachers’ unions, for 
Black Lives Matter, who openly call for the murder of cops, 
to be accepted as a respectable organization, the small peb-
bles Obama kicked off the mountaintop have thundered 
into a total landslide that threatens to engulf, asphyxiate, 
and destroy our nation. A Marxist dream come true. 
    Unless we fight back, we lose. There is very little time 
left for those of all races to wake up, unite, speak up, and 
fight to take back our country from the Far Left who are 
now paving our road to destruction. We fought our earliest 
wars on our own turf and won. This current domestic battle 
may turn out to be the bloodiest. So be it.

Our Current Obama Initiated Race War May Turn Bloody 
 

By Alan Bergstein 
President, Judeo/Christian Republican Club
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Remember when Nancy Pelosi said that Donald Trump 
was morbidly obese? Well, you could turn that Nancy 

Pelosi slur around and call her morbidly corrupt, for that 
is what she is. 
    Never have we had such a divisive, polarizing, morally 
corrupt figure as Speaker of the House, than we now have 
in Nancy Pelosi. We all know that the Speaker of the House 
represents the majority party he/she is a member of, and, there-
fore, would then be an advocate of the policies of that party. 
But, Nancy Pelosi has carried that partisanship to a whole new 
level, never seen before, of that kind of partisan debauchery. 
    Most past Speakers have worked with the opposition 
party to get meaningful legislation passed, but not Nancy 
Pelosi. She does not go out of her way to produce bi-parti-
sanship measures for the benefit of the country. She is a 
“Johnny One-Note” when it comes to leading the House 
of Representatives. It’s her way or the highway. 
    She outwardly complained, both before and after the 
presidency of Donald Trump, of how bad he was for the 
country, especially on a personal level. She never wanted to 
give him a chance to be successful. All the things she was 
complaining about were exactly what she was doing herself. 
 A total hypocrite, to say the least. 
    It was her initiative to start and prolong the Trump/ 
Russian farce which lasted over two years and $35 million 
in costs, just to find out it was just a hoax. Then she started 
an impeachment procedure over a telephone call that 
Trump had with the President of Ukraine. Another waste 
of time and money. Trump was finally acquitted in the Sen-
ate. In addition, even after Trump was in the process of 
leaving office, she initiated another impeachment with the 
same result as the previous one. 
    Her behavior was one of an almost daily obstruction of 
the Trump Administration. She energized her fellow 

Democrats to harass and disrespect anything or everything 
that Trump wanted done or wanted to have passed. Her 
rude behavior culminated in the tearing up of Trump’s 
speech before the Special Session of Congress at the State 
of the Union address in plain sight. Such boorish behavior 
was not condemned by her fellow Democrat members and 
their flunkys in the press. 
    All during her tenure as Speaker, she never seemed to take 
control of her wayward members who, on quite a few occa-
sions, brought disgrace and enmity to the halls of govern-
ment. Members such as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan 
Omar, Rashida Tlaib, Ayanna Pressley (the Squad), and 
Maxine Waters and Eric Swalwell, all professed radicals with 
socialist tendencies, and all who have been placed on sensitive 
committees in the House by Nancy Prlosi. It seems that she 
doesn’t want to alienate any of those political bomb-throwers, 
as she aggressively campaigns to keep her speakership. 
    Now we have her pushing a monstrosity of a bill 
through Congress with a price tag of around $5 trillion. If 
passed and signed by Biden, it would hasten the bank-
ruptcy of the country, or come close to it. 
    Nancy Pelosi’s corruption is open for all who want to 
see. The Democrats seem to have a blind spot when it 
comes to her. If the Republican’s “fold like a cheap camera,” 
we all might “be going to hell in a hand basket.” We must 
not let this corrupt politician, Nancy Pelosi, prevail, so the 
mid-term elections of 2022 will be one of the most impor-
tant elections of our time or our history. If Republicans can 
reclaim the majority from the Democrats in both the 
House and Senate, the Nancy Pelosi era will be placed on 
the scrap heap of history and the radical agenda of Sleepy 
Joe Biden will be side-railed. Let’s hope this occurs in 2022 
with a lead-up to the presidential election of 2024. Keep 
your fingers crossed and hope that common sense prevails.

Nancy Pelosi Is Morbidly Corrupt 
 

Conservative Commentary by Chuck Lehmann 
July 14, 2021

RIP Coach Bobby Bowden 
 
Coach Bobby Bowden lived a remarkable life and 
leaves an incomparable legacy. He created a 
dominating football program that produced 
championships and many great players. 
 
Coach Bowden also prepared his players to be 
leaders in their communities, and many have 
made a great impact across Florida and beyond. 
Most importantly, he lived his life guided by a 
strong faith in God, dedication to his family, and 
service to his community.   
 
RIP to a truly great man and legendary Floridian. 
 

—Governor Ron DeSantis
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Yesterday, Friday the 13th of August, 2021, Dick Farrel 
was laid to rest. I’m writing this in the Honorable 

Memory of Our Dear Republican Conservate Friend, Far-
rel Austin Levitt, AKA “Dick Farrel.” Born August 1st, 
1956 and passed August 4th, 2021 at age 65, due to com-
plications of the Corona Virus. 
    Beth Israel Memorial Chapel was filled with loving 
friends and family members. Kittie [Farley] looked gor-
geous as usual in her beautiful outfit and was greeted and 
hugged by each guest.  Sid Dinerstein was the first person 
to speak about Dick. He eloquently shared things about 
Dick, like “Every month at the REC meetings Dick would 
make a motion to dispense with the paper ballots!” Dick 
was larger than life, and you could not be an REC member 
without knowing who he was. Following Chairman Din-
erstein was a barrage of friends from his childhood, family 
members, and people who knew him best. The extempo-
raneous speeches were amazing!  It was clear that each per-
son knew him well and loved Dick very much.  
    Due to my Facebook post where I shared my 80-picture 
limit and wrote: “Covid Took One of My Best Friends! RIP 
Dick Farrel. He is the reason I took the shot! He texted me 
and told me to ‘Get it!’ He told me that this virus is no joke 
and he said: ‘I wish I had gotten it!’” I got bombarded with 
news reporters for interviews and also got a barrage of hate 
mail from liberal trolls on FB. Each interview I asked them 
to not put words in my mouth and to please share what a 
great guy Dick was, but it seemed that they were only inter-
ested in bashing him and focused on the fact that Dick 
changed his mind about this virus and about the vaccina-
tion. Jack Furnari wrote a beautiful story in the Bizpac 
Review, but that was the only real positive article. Shame 
on WPTV5! I never said “Dick Farrel saved my life!” What 
I did say was I got the Pfizer because of him. They also did 
not air any of the wonderful things I shared.   
    Though I could not muster up the courage to take the 
podium at his memorial (I knew I’d fall apart) here I would 
like to share what I wish I could have shared yesterday.  
    Dick and I served on the REC during all of the Sid Din-
erstein years and also under Chairman Michael Barnett. To 
name a few, we supported people like Fred Mascaro for Sher-
iff, Edward Lynch when he ran for Congress, Mark Foley 
and Colonel Allen West. We supported Frances Hancock 
and Peter Feaman for State Committee and then Peter for 
National Committeeman. And of course we are TRUMP 
fans! If Dick supported a candidate, he was vocal about it 
and would tell you why. Dick often took his two-minute mic 
option and openly and adamantly stated his opinion.  He 
had an amazing voice which worked well for his career as a 
conservative radio talk show host and was compared to Rush 
Limbaugh. Christopher Ruddy, the CEO of Newsmax, hired 
him to fill in and he was the voice for numerous commer-
cials. Dick did a great job and it came naturally for him. To 
me, he was very smart and influential and I admired him.  
    Dick was proud to have a thick head of hair. He fed his 
raccoons and took home any and all table scraps, “doggie 

bags” to feed them. If you were lucky enough to call him a 
friend, he was loyal to you. He’d call you out if he felt you 
needed it, but it was done out of love. He had an uncanny 
ability to take on a conversation with a liberal and agree to 
disagree, but enjoyed the “debate” and still loved that person 
in spite of the differences of opinion. Dick hated it when 
people said the Pledge and paused after One Nation. It is 
“One nation under God, no pause! There’s no comma 
there!” he would say. On June 1st Dick Farrel invited me to 
The Lakeside Anchor Inn for karaoke. I schlepped over there 
in my boat to hear him sing. That sexy voice was also great 
for singing! He loved karaoke and was good at it!   
    Dick was larger than life. He attended every (as Jack 
Furnari would say) “rubber chicken dinner” / speaker meet-
ing no matter where it was in Palm Beach County. He 
sought out events with food and worked the room to get to 
know everyone. He knew everyone’s birthday! He made it a 
point to not only remember your birthday, but also remind 
you of famous people born on the same day. He always 
reminded me that my birthday is the same day as Hillary 
Clinton’s! Oh Boy! Lucky Me!  Dick was in the know about 
everything and he loved to talk about it. He was a walking 
history book! Though Dick was very smart and had a mem-
ory like an elephant, he loved to spell phonetically and that 
made me crazy! He butchered the English language on pur-
pose! That’s like fingernails on a chalkboard to me!  
    The love of Dick’s life is one of my best friends. I ran 
into Dick at a Republican event and he said to me “I want 
you to meet my girlfriend” and Kittie turned around and 
said “Amy!!! How are you?!!!” Dick was shocked that we 
were already friends. Kittie was Dick’s true love. She was 
his “arm candy” and they did everything together. Dick and 
Kittie attended all of my theme parties and dinner parties. 
Dick happily did the blessing at my pre-Thanksgiving din-
ners. The last one I hosted, 36 of our dear friends attended.  
Kittie and Dick, Steve and Nancy Hogan, Lisa Macci, 
Digna Mejia, Gina Rascati, Dave and Karen Brill, Michael 
Barnett, Charlotte Beasley, Paula Prudente attended, to 
name a few. My next dinner party at my house will be in 
his honor. It won’t be the same without him there, but then 
again, no Republican event or REC meeting will be the 
same either. RIP my friend! You are loved. You are missed.

RIP, Dick Farrel 
 

By Amy Hair

Kittie Farley, Dick Farrel, Amy Hair, and Sid Dinerstein.
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Dear Fellow Americans: 
    I write this heartfelt email literally from my heart as I, 
myself, was born in Havana, Cuba, and came to the great 
United States as a 3-year-old toddler in 1961. Yep, that was 
the same year that the “first so-called Catholic president of 
the United States,” John F. Kennedy, dropped the ball on 
1,400 freedom fighters of Cuba during the Bay of Pigs 
invasion that led to hundreds of deaths and prison time for 
these loyal Cubans who were betrayed by this despicable 
president who cut off all air attacks and any type of rein-
forcements for the Cuban people against Castro’s forces. 
Kennedy left them all hanging, as my late father explained 
to me so vividly many years ago, as he, himself, was such 
an amazing Cuban patriot.  
    Yep, my father, Felix Guardiola (who passed away on 
Thanksgiving Day, 2008), had dozens of Cuban friends 
who fought in the Bay of Pigs, with many who lost their 
lives while others were sent to prison for many years! The 
stories that he and my uncles told me were beyond eye-
opening! Beyond belief what happened on that infamous 
day at that infamous bay. 
    Ask any Cuban, age 55 and up, what they think of JFK 
and the answer will be the same: President Kennedy was a 
criminal who left the Cuban people hanging on April 17th, 
1961, as that could have been the end of the Castro regime 
right then and there, and Cuba would have been liberated 
by the mighty United States. What a missed opportunity, 
folks. Wow!! 
    Let’s fast forward 60 years to the year 2021 as in right 
now, July 15th, 2021. Who is in the White House today? 
Another “so-called Catholic president,” just like JFK in that 
sense, CINO (Catholic in name only), as Joe Biden is as 
Catholic as I am Muslim, and he is as American as I am Iran-
ian. He’s just a pitiful puppet being held up by thin strings. 
    Will this gutless, pro-abortion, anti-American president 
of the United States have history repeat itself and drop the 
ball just like President Kennedy did on Spril 17th, 1961??? 
Ask any Cuban, age 5 and up, what they think of Biden 
and the answer will be the same: Joe Biden is also a criminal 
who will leave the Cuban people hanging like Kennedy did, 
and much worse, Biden, has no guts and could not care less 
about this beautiful island just 90 miles from our Key West 
shores. Neither “Sleepy Joe and the Happy Ho” will do 
anything for the desperate people of Cuba, as they will con-
tinue to welcome all kinds of illegal immigrants that are 
pouring in from our southern borders from countries like 
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras and God knows how 
many other countries from all over the world—while they 
turn their weak backs on the wonderful people of Cuba 
who are literally dying for their own freedom!! 

    How much longer will this last? Why hasn’t any Amer-
ican president in the past 62 years made it a priority to lib-
erate Cuba, which is less than an hour away by plane? Why 
has the United States allowed this terrible travesty to take 
place for over six decades while knowing quite well what 
has been taken place on this beautiful island for so many 
years? Why? Why? Why? 
    And, now, for the first time in so many years, the des-
perate Cuban people have taken it upon themselves to 
revolt—to protest in the streets of Cuba—because they 
have had enough! Basta! Enough! Yep, they all see what is 
beginning to take place in the United States of America—
as ironically, America is now trying to be just like Cuba—
a communist country!!  
    Amazing how all of this is unfolding right before our 
very own eyes. The great democracy of America is trying 
to be like Cuba and the tiny communist country of Cuba 
is trying to be like America “used to be.” Let that sink in 
for a moment or two, folks . . . OMG!! 
    And, the communist/socialist left-wing of the Biden 
administration are turning a blind eye and a deaf ear 
because they know that the people of Cuba know that 
“communism and socialism do not work”!!! They have lived 
and witnessed it for 62 damn years!! You won’t hear a peep 
out of “Bolshevik Bernie” or the “ignorant Puerto Rican 
bartender”!! Once again, it is amazing that it’s the humble 
people of communist Cuba that are teaching the mighty 
United States a thing or two about the evils of communism 
and socialism! Go figure! 
    Fellow Americans and Cubans who are reading this 
heartfelt email: I came from Cuba 60 years ago and I could 
not be prouder of the America that I was raised in! The 
America that my beloved parents left Cuba for on that scary 

Viva Cuba Libre!!  
After 62 years of communism, will my beloved island nation of Cuba, be free once again? 

 
By Willy Guardiola 

July 15, 2021

Viva Cuba Libre—continued on next page
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Pan Am flight when I was just 3 years old. My father flew 
to Miami by himself and a week later, me, my mom and 
my five siblings followed. We left everything we owned in 
that beautiful house and landed in Miami with what we 
were all wearing. I can tell you stories, folks, but we did not 
have it as bad as many of the other Cubans who had to 
leave loved ones behind—many of them, in prison. . . .  
    But, America is now changing . . . and my prayer is that 
Cuba will soon be changing, too. . . . 
    I will close this Part 1 of my “Viva Cuba Libre” series with 
this. Once you have lived in a communist country like I did 
in my beloved Cuba, you immediately realize how good we 
have it here in our beloved United States of America! I love 
this country with every fiber in my 6-foot frame and I would 
die for this country right now if I had to! It’s funny how so 
many people have asked me time and again why I love this 
nation so much; why I love the American flag so much. They 
even ask me if I served this country. My response is always 
the same: “I serve the United States of America every single 
day and I have since I first stepped on the soil of Miami in 
1961. I may not carry a gun and dress in battle fatigues, but 
I give my beloved America every ounce of my being every 
single day of the year because this is the country that gave 

my family and I the opportunity to live in the land of the 
free and I will never, ever forget that!! I do bleed red, white 
and blue—for both, America, and for Cuba.” 
    May God watch over my beloved island nation of Cuba 
and allow freedom to ring to the 11 million people who 
live in this amazing country that will soon be liberated if 
the United States and its leadership have the guts to do 
what is right for this world!!

Viva Cuba Libre—continued from previous page

    About the time our original thirteen states adopted 
their new constitution in 1787, Alexander Tyler, a Scottish 
history professor at the University of Edinburgh, had this 
to say about the fall of the Athenian Republic some 
2,000 years earlier: 
  
“A democracy is always temporary in nature; it simply 
cannot exist as a permanent form of government.” 
  
‘’A democracy will continue to exist up until the time that 
voters discover they can vote themselves generous gifts 
from the public treasury.” 
  
“From that moment on, the majority always vote for the 
candidates who promise the most benefits from the pub-
lic treasury, with the result that every democracy will 
finally collapse due to loose fiscal policy, which is always 
followed by a dictatorship.” 
  
“The average age of the world’s greatest civilizations 
from the beginning of history, has been about 200 years” 
  
“During those 200 years, those nations always pro-
gressed through the following sequence: 
    1.  from bondage to spiritual faith. 
    2. from spiritual faith to great courage. 
    3. from courage to liberty. 
    4. from liberty to abundance; 
    5. from abundance to complacency; 
    6. from complacency to apathy; 
    7.  from apathy to dependence; 
    8. from dependence back into bondage.” 

    Professor Joseph Olson of Hemline University School 
of Law, St. Paul, Minnesota, points out some interesting 
facts concerning the 2020 Presidential election: 
  
Number of States won by: Democrats: 19 Republicans: 29 
Square miles of land won by: Democrats: 580,000 

Republicans: 2,427,000 
Population of counties won by: Democrats: 127 million, 

Republicans: 143 million 
Murder rate per 100,000 residents in counties won by: 

Democrats: 13.2 Republicans: 2.1 
  
    Professor Olson adds: “In aggregate, the map of the 
territory Republicans won was mostly the land owned by 
the taxpaying citizens of this great country. Democrat 
territory mostly encompassed those citizens living in 
government-owned tenements and living off various 
forms of government welfare. . . .” Olson believes the 
United States is now somewhere between the “compla-
cency and apathy” phase of Professor Tyler’s definition 
of democracy, with some 40 percent of the nation’s pop-
ulation already having reached the “governmental 
dependency” phase. 
    If Congress grants amnesty and citizenship to twenty 
million criminal invaders called illegals and they vote, then 
we can say goodbye to the USA in fewer than five years. 
    If you are in favor of this, then by all means, delete this 
message. If you are not, then pass this along to help 
everyone realize just how much is at stake, knowing that 
apathy is the greatest danger to our freedom. 
  
We live in the land of the free, only because of the brave.

How Long Do We Have?
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I am a day late in sending out my column, because over 
the weekend I brought my almost 15-year-old grand-

daughter to the Florida Holocaust Museum in St. Pete, 
Florida. 
    It has become routine with Holocaust memorials to try 
to explain away one of the greatest instances of man’s inhu-
manity to man as “PREJUDICE.” 
    Thus, the solution becomes: “We have to pledge our-
selves to fight prejudice.” 
    In my opinion this is one million percent wrong. Some-
one may have a prejudice against Haitians, but that does 
not mean they wish harm to Haitians. 
    Perhaps you do not like Romanians because your 
cousin’s family was all Romanian and you did not like the 
way they acted at family affairs. Does this mean you wish 
Romanians harm? 
    Your father’s factory moved to Mexico, making him job-
less at the age of 60. Does this mean you wish that all Mex-
icans would die in their beds tomorrow night? 
    Is it possible that Hitler did not hate the Jews? He 
needed a scapegoat to blame for the ills of Germany, and 
Europe has always been anti-Semitic. 
    As an added bonus, by eliminating the Jews, Hitler was 
able to finance the war effort with monies, paintings, jew-
elry, properties, etc. he confiscated from the Jews. 
    Hitler never said “We are evil, and we are going to per-
secute and kill the poor Jews.” 
    Hitler said that the Jews were evil and Germany had an 
obligation to rid the world of this evil. 
    When EVIL chooses a victim the easiest outcome is for 
everyday people to join in and attack the victim. 
    No amount of “fighting prejudice” would stop this 
EVIL. 

    As Brigitte Gabriel asked: “Where were the peaceful 
Germans when the Jews were being marched into the gas 
chambers?” 
    Hate is a word that has been co-opted by the Left so 
they can attack capitalism, democracy, the U.S. Constitu-
tion, and our way of life. 
    The only word that can be used and understood 
is “EVIL.” 
    Saying we are against prejudice, says nothing. But if you 
do not stand up to EVIL, then the evil will overtake you, 
and your acts will be EVIL.  
    So much of what Hitler did looks similar to what the 
Left is doing in the United States today. Once you cannot 
tell boys from girls, followed by: right from wrong, and 
quickly: EVIL overtakes our land. 
    Speak to your children and grandchildren about the 
Holocaust. Tell them it was not caused by prejudice, but 
by EVIL. 
    In 1938–1939 my mother was 3–4 years old. My grand-
mother wanted to take her to Poland to see the family. My 
grandfather said if you go you will never get out.  
    In 40 years of marriage, it was the only argument my 
grandfather ever won. Standing in the Holocaust Museum, 
I said to my granddaughter and my daughter: “Had my 
grandfather not won that argument, the three of us would 
not be here to tour the museum.” 
 
Alan’s One Minute Issue™ is written by Alan J Huber CFP®, 
to help right-minded individuals win their arguments with 
wrong-minded individuals. Alan is available to speak, at: 
GOP events, Trump clubs and Conservative meetings across 
the country and is the director of “ReThinkHealthInsurance. 
org.” Call 561 945 0555 or Alan@GOPMadeSimple.com 

The Enemy Is Not Prejudice . . . It Is ”EVIL” 
 

By Alan J. Huber 
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Republican Club of the Palm Beaches 
Jennifer Showalter on CRT and What Ails the Palm Beach Schools 

 
By Fred Scheibl  
July 28, 2021 

Club News

In the process of restarting the club for 2021, we decided 
to bring focus on some of the critical issues that currently 

threaten our way of life. Cancel culture, compromised elec-
tions, open borders, economic insanity, and the total politi-
cization of media, corporations, academia, K–12 public 
schools, cultural institutions and most of the federal gov-
ernment are all things we must understand in order to fight 
against them. 
    This week our topic was one of the most insidious of 
these threats and one that is not easily observed—the indoc-
trination of our children in K–12 public schools. If there 
was a silver lining to the pandemic, it was that “distance 
learning” let parents see for themselves what was being 
taught in the classrooms. Many did not like what they saw. 
Presumably with the goal of creating a whole new genera-
tion of citizens sympathetic to Marxist ideas, our school 
systems are being taken over by the radical left. Critical 
Race Theory, teaching that the color of your skin is more 
important than the content of your character, is taking root 
like an invasive species, and seeks to divide us into warring 
camps. 
    Jennifer Showalter, our speaker this week, has been 
bringing the heat of public scrutiny to the Palm Beach 
School system through appearances at school board meet-
ings and demonstrations in the streets. Joining her coun-
terparts nationwide, she is asking the tough questions and 
bringing accountability to those who would poison the 
minds of our children. Here is a synopsis of what she had 
to say in her riveting half hour lecture on the state of our 
schools: 
    Calling it the “fight of our time,” Jennifer showed us 
how CRT and other Marxist projects are seeping into every 
corner of society. In the schools specifically, we are seeing 
homogeneous “anti racist” training seeded into all subjects 
using resources provided by such groups as “Brain Pop.” 
One result other than overt indoctrination is a reduction 
in proficiency levels for the skills that count—math, lan-
guage, history and science. 
    This is not an isolated problem. Backed by the teacher’s 
unions and groups of the teachers themselves who have 
vowed to teach this stuff in spite of laws being passed 
against it, the local system is pushing forward. Teachers are 
taking action to prevent parents from hearing what is said 
in the classrooms by requiring student headsets for distance 
learning, and stopping the lessons if parents are observed 

in the room. The School board for its part, is trying to deal 
with the overwhelming opposition by labeling it a “faction” 
and limiting public input to one speaker for 3 minutes. At 
workshops, they are looking for ways to exclude the public 
altogether. This is not transparency or representative gov-
ernment in action! 
    Some of the specific ills that Jennifer is fighting against 
include the sexualization of children and the focus on gen-
der identity, the “dumbing down” that occurs from the 
remnants of common core where everything is subjective, 
and the focus on “emotional learning” that shuts down the 
right-brain. There is no “objective reality” anymore, and 
even science is performed by “consensus.” All people are to 
varying degrees “oppressed” or “oppressors” and their priv-
ilege or disadvantage is ranked by their “intersectionality.” 
“Equity” is to be favored over “Equality,” so that we seek 
equal outcomes rather than equal opportunities. 
    The school district’s mission statement became a public 
discussion over the words of “white advantage,” but what 
remains of it seeks conformity, not individuality. We are 
graduating clones—conditioned to respond to stimulus 
(i.e. obey) rather than those capable of independent 
thought. 
    Now that these programs in the classroom are coming 
to light, we must bring the fight to them. Get informed 
and engaged, show up, wave signs, come to meetings and 
spread the word. 
    Jennifer Showalter is an announced candidate for School 
Board District 6, the seat currently held by Marcia 
Andrews. For information about her campaign, and to vol-
unteer or donate, click HERE. 
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“I think those numbers are eye-popping. The number of 
these people coming across illegally, who are telling folks 
that their destination is Florida, obviously I knew we were 
going to get some, but I didn’t think it’d be a majority.” 

—Florida Governor Ron DeSantis,  
at reports from the border in Del Rio, Texas,  

saying that 70 percent of migrants apprehended  
are headed to his state  

  
“Black Lives Matter condemns the U.S. Federal Govern-
ment’s inhumane treatment of Cubans, and urges it to 
immediately lift the economic embargo. This cruel and 
inhumane policy, instituted with the explicit intention of 
destabilizing the country and undermining Cubans right 
to choose their own government, is at the heart of Cuba’s 
current crisis. Since 1962, the United States has forced pain 
and suffering on the people of Cuba by cutting off food, 
medicine and supplies, costing the tiny island nation an 
estimated $ 130 billion. Without that money, it is harder 
for Cuba to acquire medical equipment needed to develop 
its own COVID-19 vaccines and equipment for food pro-
duction. This comes in spite of the country’s strong medical 
care and history of lending doctors and nurses to disasters 
around the world.” 

—From a statement released by the group for  
social media (“apparently acknowledging that Cuba’s 

‘WORLD CLASS’ socialist health care fails  
without American intervention.” —Corinne Clark)  

  
“Despite the fact that the 2020 presidential election was 
rigged and stolen, and while numerous people, including 
the outside public, were saying that we should bring in the 
military, I never gave it a thought.” 

—President Trump responding to reports that  
woke General, Mark Milley, chairman of the  

Joint Chiefs of Staff and Critical Race Theory enthusiast, 
 was fearful that the former president was going to  

attempt a coup to remain in power  
after the election of 2020 (American News)  

  
Law Student—Peace to you all. I know that we portray 
Muslims like that [violent] but there are 1.8 billion Mus-
lims [in the world] and we have 8 million Muslim-Ameri-
cans in this country, and most Muslims are peaceful, but I 
don’t see them represented here. But my question is how 
can we fight an ideological war with weapons? The jihadist 

war you talk about is an ideology. How can you ever end 
this war if you don’t address it ideologically? 
 
Brigitte Gabriel—Great question. And I’m so glad you’re 
here and brought that up because it gives us an opportunity 
to answer. What I find so amazing is that since the begin-
ning of this panel, which we are here about the Benghazi 
attack against our people, not one person mentioned Mus-
lims, we are here against Islam, or were launching war 
against Muslims. We are here to discuss how four Ameri-
cans died and, what the government is doing. We are not 
here to bash Muslims. You are the one who brought up the 
issue about most Muslims, not us, and since you brought 
it up allow me to elaborate.  
    There are 1.2 billion Muslims in the world today and, 
of course, not all of them are radicals. The radicals are esti-
mated to be between 15 and 25 percent according to all 
intelligence services around the world. That leaves 75 per-
cent of them peaceful people, but when you look at 25 per-
cent of the world’s Muslim population, you’re looking at 
180,000,000 to 300,000,000 people dedicated to the 
destruction of Western Civilization. That is as big as the 
United States, so why should we worry about radical 15 to 
25 percent? Because it is the radicals that kill, it is the rad-
icals that behead and massacre. When you look throughout 
history, when you look at the lessons throughout history, 
most Germans were peaceful, yet the Nazis drove the 
agenda and as a result 60 million people died. The peaceful 
majority were irrelevant. When you look at Russia, most 
Russians were peaceful as well, yet the Russians were able 
to kill 20 million people. The peaceful majority were irrel-
evant. When you look at China, most Chinese were peace-
ful as well, yet the Chinese were able to kill 70 million peo-
ple. The peaceful majority were irrelevant. When you look 
at Japan prior to WW II, most Japanese were peaceful as 
well, yet the Japanese were able to butcher across South 
East Asia, killing 12 million people. The peaceful majority 
were irrelevant. On September 11, 2001 in the United 
States, we had 2.3 million Arab-Muslims living in the 
United States, yet it took 19 radicals to bring America to 
its knees and kill almost 3,000 Americans that day. The 
peaceful majority were irrelevant. So, for all our powers of 
reason and us talking about moderates and peaceful Mus-
lims, and I’m glad you’re here, but where are all the others 
speaking out? It is time we took political correctness and 
threw it in the garbage where it belongs. 

—American journalist and political speaker  
Brigitte Gabriel gives reply to Muslim girl student  

in a forum audience who claimed that  
Muslims are shown in a bad light every time

Monthly Quotables
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After the British defeat at Yorktown in 1781, the Revo-
lutionary War started to die down and peace talks 

began between Great Britain and America. The attention 
of the Continental Army shifted from battle to pay. Many 
soldiers fought without pay, but were promised back pay 
by Congress after the war. However, with the dissolution 
of the Army on the horizon and no news of financial resti-
tution in sight, many began to question the promise they 
were made. 
    In 1780, Congress promised Continental Army officers 
a lifetime pension of half of their pay following their dis-
charge. However, just two years later, the pay was stopped 
as a cost-saving measure and promised as future back pay.  
    These owed wages became a common topic in the Con-
tinental Army’s main camp at Newburgh, New York. The 
camp sat on the Hudson River north of New York City 
where British activity could be monitored as the war wound 
down. 
    Though small groups of soldiers wrote to Congress to 
express their concern with the pay issue, no action was 
taken and no response was given. Instead, General Henry 
Knox organized enough officers to draft a letter to Congress 
that couldn’t be ignored.  
    The letter, which was delivered to Congress in December 
1782, expressed the concerns that many soldiers had over 
their lack of pay and threatened that, “any further experi-
ments on [the Continental Army’s] patience may have fatal 
effects.” 
    As ever, Congress was divided on the matter. The 
national treasury was depleted by the war and Congress 
lacked the power to draw funds from the states. A tax pro-
posal was struck down for fear that 
it could be used by Congress to 
raise funds for itself. The members 
of Congress continued to deliber-
ate, but could not reach an agree-
able solution. 
    By February 1783, rumors began to circulate that a pre-
liminary peace agreement had been reached in Paris. This, 
of course, meant that the dissolution of the Army had 
grown that much closer. Alexander Hamilton wrote to 
George Washington urging him to “take the direction” of 
the disgruntled army. 
    Washington was stuck between a rock and a hard place. 
While he sympathized with his unpaid soldiers and officers, 
he also sympathized with the impossible situation of Con-

gress. Further, he refused 
to use the military to 
threaten the govern-
ment. Still, more rumors 
circulated throughout 
the Newburgh camp that 
the majority of the army 
would refuse to disband 
until it was paid as had 
been agreed in 1780. 
    On the morning of 
March 10, an unsigned 
letter began to circulate 
the camp calling for the 
army to send Congress 
an ultimatum. Simulta-
neously, another anony-
mous letter was put out calling for a meeting of all field 
officers the next day at 11 am.  
    Washington responded with the issuance of a general 
order on the morning of March 11 in which he called the 
anonymous letters “disorderly” and “irregular.” He also 
called for his own meeting of officers on the 15th. However, 
he detailed that the meeting would be presided over by the 
senior officer present and requested a report of the meeting, 
implying that he would not attend.  
    The very next morning, another anonymous letter cir-
culated claiming that Washington’s call for the meeting was 
a sign of support for the conspirators. 
    On the evening of March 15, General Horatio Gates 
opened the meeting as the senior officer present. To every-

one’s surprise, Washington himself 
entered the building just after-
wards. He asked to address the offi-
cers. Gates, clearly stunned by the 
appearance of their Commander in 
Chief, relinquished the floor. How-

ever, the surprise of the other officers quickly dissipated and 
returned to anger over their lack of pay. Washington noted 
how they did not display the respect or deference that they 
had shown him in the past. 
    Washington delivered a short but passionate speech, 
now known as the Newburgh Address, in which he called 
for patience. He asked his officers to oppose anyone “who 
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wickedly attempts to open the floodgates of civil discord 
and deluge our rising empire in blood.”  
    Afterwards, he pulled out a letter from a member of 
Congress to read to the officers. However, Washington sim-
ply gazed upon the letter and fumbled with it. Then, he 
pulled out a new pair of glasses and said, “Gentlemen, you 
will permit me to put on my spectacles, for I have not only 
grown gray but almost blind in the service of my country.” 
    In the 18th century, glasses were far less common than 
they are today, and the levels of healthcare and life 
expectancy were similarly lower. For Washington to pro-
duce his glasses before his officers, most of whom had never 
seen him with spectacles, was an admittance of age and 
weariness. This great hero of the American Revolution that 
they had followed for years reduced himself to an old man 
before their eyes. Washington’s display of vulnerability 
brought many of the officers to tears. Their gripes over pay 
were eclipsed by Washington’s own sacrifices and the con-
spiracy of a coup dissolved as he read the letter from behind 
his glasses. 

    After Washington read the letter, he departed. General 
Knox and other officers immediately drafted resolutions 
affirming their loyalty. Knox and Colonel John Brooks were 
then appointed to a committee to draft a suitable resolu-
tion. All but one officer in the assembly approved of the 
resolution which expressed an “unshaken confidence” in 
Congress and a “disdain” and “abhorrence” for the anony-
mous letters previously published. 
    Meanwhile, Washington delivered the anonymous let-
ters to Congress which James Madison called “alarming 
intelligence.” A final agreement was reached for five years 
of full pay rather than the lifetime pension. Government 
bonds were issued and, though many were wary of their 
value, were redeemed in full by the new government in 
1790. Congressional financier Robert Morris issued 
$800,000 worth of personal notes to soldiers upon the dis-
banding of the Continental Army in 1783. 
    The Newburgh Conspiracy validated Washington’s posi-
tion on civilian control of the military. His show of humil-
ity before his officers allowed cooler heads to prevail and 
demonstrated the efficacy of the republic he was trying to, 
and did, create.
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Letters

Travesty 

 
    What is wrong with our system when this kind of bla-
tant disregard to ethics and the law is allowed to happen 
with no consequences? 
    Investor’s Business Daily did an article on this and it con-
firms the Clinton Foundation has closed its doors. A Char-
itable Foundation Folds! Have you wondered why the Clin-
ton Foundation folded so suddenly after Hillary was no 
longer in a position of influence? Perhaps this summary will 
provide some insight.  
    From their 2014  990 Tax Form: They list 486 employ-
ees (line 5)! It took 486 people who were paid $34.8 mil-
lion and $91.3 million in fees and expenses to give away 
$5.1 MILLION  
    The real heart of the Clinton’s can be seen here. Stagger-
ing but not surprising. These figures are from an official 
copy of the Bill, Hillary and Chelsea Clinton Foundation 
for the tax year 2014. The copy of the tax return is from 
the National Center for Charitable Statistics web site 
http://nccs.urban.org/ You can obtain the latest tax return 
on any charitable organization there.  
    The Clinton Foundation: 
 
Number of Employees (line 5) 486 
Total revenue (line 12): $177,804,612.00  
Total grants to charity (line 13) $5,160,385.00 (this is 

less than 3%!)  
Total expenses of $91,281,145.00  
Expenses include:  
Salaries (line 15) $34,838,106.00  
Fund raising fees (line 16a) $850,803.00  
Other expenses (line 17) $50,431,851.00 HUH??????  
Travel: $8,000,000.00  Meetings: $12,000,000.00  
    (Note: $20 Million in Travel & Meetings to decide 

who gets the $5.16 Million in Charity?)  
Net assets/fund balances (line 22) $332,471,349.00 
 
    So it required 486 people, who were paid $34.8 million, 
plus $91.3 million in fees and expenses to give away $5.1 
MILLION! And they call this a CHARITY?    
    It is alleged that this is one of the greatest white-collar 
crimes ever committed. And just think—one of the partic-
ipants was a former president and one (gasp!) wanted to be 
elected president of the United States.  
    If justice was truly served they would both be in prison. 
Feel free to pass this on to your friends so they can also be 
informed. Plus—Who gets the $332 million in the Fund 
Balances? 
                                                —Submitted by Ed Primoff 
 
 

Letter to the Editor Sun Sentinel 
 
Dear Editor: 
    What a disingenuous editorial in the July 17 edition of 
the Sun Sentinel, by decrying the use of the filibuster by 
the Republicans as being a relic of the Jim Crow era. Do 
the editorial writers realize that in 2020 the Democrats used 
the filibuster 327 times and the Republicans used it once?  
Was it not racist in 2020 when the Democrats used it, but 
only racist when the Republicans used it? Isn’t that the 
height of hypocrisy by the Sun Sentinel and the Democrats 
to only have “selective outrage” when it applies to the 
Republicans using it and not when they use it? If the Sun 
Sentinel didn’t have double standards they wouldn’t have 
any standards at all. 

—Chuck Lehmann 
Delray Beach 

 
Rioting in the Villages 

 
    Rioting in major cities across the U.S. has spread to The 
Villages, an upscale Florida community. 
    Protesters marching in The Villages has led to wide-
spread rioting and looting. Items taken were limited to lax-
atives, vitamins, hearing aid batteries, reading glasses, 
energy drinks, designer masks, and surgical stockings. Since 
they were using walkers and golf carts to flee, the thugs were 
easily caught and arrested, 
    The protests have been limited to the evening hours 
because most of the lawbreakers either had doctor’s 
appointments during the day or rioting would have inter-
fered with their afternoon naps. 
    The marches didn’t last that long because many of the 
demonstrators had to get home to pee. In most cases, the 
demonstrators simply forgot why they were even there. 
    Officials considered a curfew starting at 9 p.m. but since 
that’s the time when most of the residents go to bed any-
way, it was decided that it wasn’t needed. 
    Community leaders concluded that part of the problem 
was that residents were restless because they had too much 
time on their hands since the recreation centers, pools, the-
aters, boutique stores and especially the bars were closed 
due to the coronavirus. Community officials wanted to 
form a committee to look further into the problem, but the 
next day no one could remember why they were meeting. 
  

—Howard M. Rensin 
Palm Beach Gardens 
howard@rensin.com 
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Eviction Moratorium 
 
    Below is a revealing excerpt from a Newsmax story on 
the behind the scenes of what is happening. 
 
    “Pelosi helped recruit Harvard University Professor 

Emeritus Laurence Tribe to work on a solution and per-
suade the White House that a narrower moratorium 
could stand up in court, according to a person who was 
granted anonymity to discuss private conversations.” 

  
    This is the same Laurence Tribe who it was reported con-
vinced Chief Justice Roberts to change his vote and uphold 
ObamaCare. I guess the left figures it worked once. Clearly 
this is a ploy to sway Roberts. So much for a really inde-
pendent judiciary. Lets see if it works the second time. 
  

—Howard M. Rensin 
Palm Beach Gardens 
howard@rensin.com 

 
Comments on the Afghanistan Disaster 

 
August 15—Billy [Vaughn] will be on “Fox & Friends 
First” and “Fox & Friends” tomorrow morning to talk 
about Afghanistan. I just can’t. I can’t even formulate how 
I feel. I guess I just have one question—HOW on earth 
were our military leaders—in TWENTY YEARS OF 
WAR—unable to develop a plan? How did we allow a 
TWENTY-YEAR war that had NO end game? What in 
the HELL were our leaders thinking? 
    The men who killed my son had no fire returned on 
them because—and I quote—“There could have been 
friendlies in the building from which the RPGs were fired 
and since we wanted to ‘win hearts and minds’ we did not 
return fire.” So collateral damage wasn’t imminent? At some 
point? Your weakness disgusts me. Sacrifice Americans first. 
Yep—that was the only answer. 
    And now look—Afghan partners are being slaughtered 
as Kabul (the last bastian of hope) is falling. The Afghan 
people have been left to the Taliban—you know, the ones 
Joe Biden said aren’t our enemy, in a 2011 interview with 
Newsweek/Daily Beast. 
    We ruined so many lives, in so many nations, fighting a 
war we were too weak to win. We had the mightiest fight-
ing force the world had ever known, but they were NOT 
allowed to fight after March, 2009. If you want documen-
tation to prove that statement, just ask. That’s when the 
COIN strategy was implemented. That’s when the “Hearts 
& Minds” campaign began. THAT was when it was over. 
Period.  

Headlines: 
Afghanistan: Record Number of Women and Children  
    Killed  
Taliban Fighters Execute 22 Afghan Commandos as  
    They Try to . . . 
Wave of Targeted Killings Has Afghans Increasingly on  
    Edge . . . 
Afghanistan War: At Least 27 Children Killed in Three  
    Days, UN . . . 
 
    May God forgive all of you who had a hand in allowing 
this massive atrocity. 

—Karen Vaughn 
Gold Star Mother 

* * * * *  
August 15—Quick update on the blundering Biden pull-
out from Afghanistan. The Afghan President is reported to 
have left the country. The Taliban has captured a govern-
ment stronghold. Taliban troops have entered Kabul, the 
capital and where our embassy is located.  
    After ignoring both military advisers and intelligence 
reports Biden has panicked. 
    A few weeks ago he  confidently assured the Afghan gov-
ernment, the American people and our allies that his 
planned withdrawal of American troops by the end of 
August would not result in the Taliban quickly expanding 
their hold on major territories. He now understands that 
his statements were completely delusional. 
    His response is to blame Trump and to send an addi-
tional contingent of American military to help evacuate 
Americans who are now at risk for their lives. He states that 
if Americans are harmed there will be a swift response (any 
one believe that?). 
    The Taliban have historically not allowed women to be 
educated or enjoy any of the freedoms they had gained over 
the past 20 years. An administration employee put up a 
tweet saying the progress made by women was at risk if the 
country fell under Taliban control—but she deleted the 
tweet perhaps under pressure from higher ups.  
    Events are being watched closely by allies who will 
understandably recognize the incompetence of the admin-
istration. Human rights activist in Afghanistan see their 
work being negated and could be subject to reprisals by Tal-
iban officials. China has already begun communicating 
with Taliban leadership. It is likely Afghanistan will once 
again be a safe haven for anti-american terrorist.  
    WHAT A MESS!!! 

—Carl Domino 
Former Florida State Representative 
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Please note: Because of health issues, Tom Mullings, the Editor of this newsletter, will not be able to write a book 
review or his Editor’s Postscript this month. He hopes to be able to return to writing for the September newsletter.








